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INTRODUCTION 
For an automatically "prograrmied" hybrid computer it ts necessary to 
provide a high level language in which a user may describe his problem. The 
word •programned• is preferred to patched since one must think of the resulting 
computer realization as a complete program consisting of the patched analog 
computer subsystem and executable code for the digital subsystem which together 
provide an executable hybrid computer program. 
The language used for specifying the problem should provide sufficient 
power to be applicable to a great number of different problem~ and be flexible 
enough to be extendable for other problems. These extensions should be simple 
to ..ake without an extensive knowledge of the internal structure of the 
compiler. 
This report surveys the higher level languages presently implemented as 
simulators on conmercially a,ailable computers. Examples of automatic patching 
programs are given to show how these relate to the simulators an~ extensions 
and 110diffcat1ons of these systems are discussed. 
A class of simulators using lower level languages are described and 
suggestfor.s are made on how these might be useful. 
One of the most important aspects of any software for a hybrid computer 
compiler is the operating system under which the compiler is run. This report 
points out the imp,rtance of considering the relationship between the operating 
system and the compiler. 
Finally, suggestions are made for system specifications to (1) allow 
portability of user ~rograms between various installations; (2) allow use of 




Efforts to develop digital computer languages to duplicate th~ functions 
of the analog cOfflJ)uter have been recorded for twenty years. Rather than 
give a historical treatise and these developments, we will briefly document 
here the events leading to the languages currently implemented and conrnercially 
available. 
Continuous simulation languages can be broken into two categories: 
1. Equation-oriented 
2. Block-oriented 
A proliferation of block-oriented languages followed Selfridge's(l) work 
at the same time that procedural languages such as Fortran were being developed 
for general purpose computing. In 1959 Stein, Rose, and Parkcr<2) developed 
ASTRAL for the 1114 704 which compiled the user program into FORTRAN, sorted 
simulation stateaents and allowed limited use of FORTRAN arithmetic statements. 
This concept provided a basis for current equation-oriented simulation languages. 
The block-oriented HIDAS(J) and the equation-oriented MIMIC(4) incorporated 
1111ny of these features for the 7090 series of machines with MIMIC translating 
directly to executable machine code. 
DSL/90(S) was developed independently at IBM for the IBM 7090 s~d allowed 
extended use of FORTRAN thus allowing probler:ns which more nearly represented 
hybrid canputer programs. When IBM updated to the 360's and 1130's computers, 
it supplied two new continuous simulators, CSMP/360 and CSMP/1130, which were 
based on DSL. CSMP/1130 was block-oriented and CSMP/360 was equation-oriented. 
Because these languages were proliferating, a sill'K.llation software corrmittee 
was fonned by the SCI in 1965 to propose a standard language for continuous 
simulations and the result was the specification of CSSL(B)_ 




The resulting language was based on MIMIC but heavily influenced by 
DSL/90 and FORTRAN. The CSSL comn1ttee did not attempt to recomnend 
1mplementat1on methods. 
Since 1967 the equation-oriented continuous siftlflation languages have been 
implemented for the most large computer systems ef ther by the manufacturer or 
a user. The implementations vary somewhat but are quite similar in philosophy. 
Figure 1 demonstrates the steps taken by CSMP/360 fo translating and executing 
a si111Jlation. CSSL-III and SL-1 have similar implementation on the CDC 6000 
series and larger Sigma computers respectively. 
The program runs under OS/360 and perfonns the following steps. 
1. Sorts SO'Jrce statements unless statements are specified NOSORT 
2. Translates source program to a FORTRAN program. 
3. Invokes system FORTRAN compiler. 
4. Links cc,a~iled program with CSMP library routines and other 
invoked system routines into a load module. 
5. Executes linked program under interpretive control for timing, etc. 
Th·is process is highly dependent on the operating system. Clearly under 
an operating system supporting only batch type FORTRAN the sffflflation must 
be executed in batch mode. Eve~ with the use of overlays these programs can 
be large. CSMP takes a minimum of 102K bytes of core. 
One of the points thtt will be emphasized later in this report is that 
the language itself does not imply an implementation and a great deal of 
flexibility is prov1ded in a digital simulator to allow for a choice of inte-
gration methods, and sophisticated output routines which might not be necessary 
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Table I shows the currently implemented versions of the languages and 
the 1n1chines on which they are implemented. We will give a brief description 
of these languages. 
(1) MIMIC has bf~n implemented on the CDC 3000 and 6000 series and the 
Univac 1108. It is still supported on CDC 6000 series. Typical MiMIC 
statements wst be writen in a rigid fonnat w1th field specif ied as 
follows: 















The logic control variations cause the statement which follows to be 
executed if it i~ TRUE and ignored when it is FALSE. MIMIC contains standard 
simulation functions such as INTEGRATOR, INTEGRATOR LIMITER, DERIVATIVE, 
FIRST ORDER LAG, TRACK AND STORE, FLIP-FLOP, ZERO RDER HOLD and FUNCTION 
GENERATION of up to three variables as well as typical arithnetic and 
trigonometric functions such as ADD, COSINE, LOG and EXPONENTIAL. 
The user may write FORTRAN subroutines which may be coupled to the MIMIC 
program under limited conditions. The MIMIC processor can detect a limited 
number of errors including algebraic loops. MIMIC does not interact as 
c0111pletely with the operating systems as the implementations of CSMP and 
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IBM 360/370 under 











(b) CSHP/360 and CSHP-111(6,7) 
CSMP/360 and th~ more recent CSMP-1II interact with the op!rating system 
~s outlined earlier and therefore allow extensive use of FORTRAN including 
the camplete library facilities. CSMP has an expanded set of operator and 
MACRO from the MIMIC set. User has control of the SORT and NOSORT sections 
and may define HACROs as well as making unrestricted use of FORTRAN FUNCTION 
and SUBROUTINE statements. Although the LCV of MIMIC is not defined for 
CSltP, the language su~ports MODE CONTROLLED INTEGRATORS, FUNCTION SWiTCHES 
and all IF statements in FORTRAN providing comparable progranned control. 
The latest version CSMP-III for 360's and 3701s has expand!d HACROs and 
double precision arittlnet1c. CSHP-III also supports the IBM 2250 graphics 
display and allows on-line access to the input program, the data set and the 
translate, coaip11e, 1 ink-edit anJ execution phases of the silll.llation. 
Diagnostics for both versions are exten~tve and some debug features are 
available. 
(c) fSSt-III, RSSL 
Since its inception, CSSL has been extensively implementld. One version, 
CSSL-III, was developed by Progranrntng Science, Inc. and is marketed 
by CDC. Another version, RSSL, was t~lemented by Raytheon, Bedford, 
Massachusetts. A subset DARE-II IB(l l) was developed at the Univer~ity of 
Arizona. 
Versions have also been developed to some level of completion for a va~iety 
of machines including PDP 11/45 1~ conjunction with the automatic patching 
systems in Europe and for the UNIVAC 1108 at Carnegie-Mellon University. 
These latter systems will be discussed in the next chapter. 
As stated earlier, CSSL is based on MIMIC and does retain the logic control 
variable. However, CSSL is implemented to interact through the system 
-8-
w1th the FORTRAN compiler and link-editor to take advantages of the 
FORTRAN and system library. 
In aany ways, CSSL-111 and RSSL are similar to CSMP-111 with extensive 
diagnostics and debugging capability. In contrast to MIMIC, it has 
free fonn coding, an extensive operator set and MACRO capability. 
( d ) SL-1 (12 ) 
SL-1 was developed in 1970 for Xerox Data Corporation and runs on the 
S19111 5 and Sigma 7. It is a super set of the language specified in the 
CSSL report. In addition to allowing standard FORTRAN to be included in 
user prograa,s, it allows assembly language (SYMBOL) statetnents to be 
included as well. This can be particularly useful to an experfenced 
prograaer for designing programs which are t1ine-sensftfve. 
Sl.-1 allows .,ltiple independent variables which might have application in 
J10re sophisticated hybrid programs. SL-1 is extremely flexible and 
versatile. 
(e) DYNAK>(lJ) 
Dynamo was developed for the IBM 360/370 series independently from the 
CSSL-CSMP-Sll efforts and 1s substantially different. In many ways it ts 
1110re clalbersome to use than the othtrs requiring a rigid fonnat and the 
speciffcatfon of equation type to facilitate sorting. As a sfn,lator, ft 
ts liatted in using only Euler Integration. On the positive side, there 
ts an interactive version of Dynamo running under CP/CMS 360. 
BLOCK-ORIENTED ANALOG COMPUTER SIKILATORS 
Wfth the advent of fast, inexpensive mini-computers there has been a 
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analng caaputer. These are sunnarized in Table II. 
These languages are generally implemented in ass!fflbly or 1111chine code 
and therefore limit use of interspersed FORTRAN. The input code is interpreted 
dir~ctly tt> linked arr&ys from which the simulation is executed. This approach 
d~s allow a high degree of interactive control since control and modification 
can be interpreted at execution time. 
Although these are not suff1cientl.Y cc.n,prehensive for hybrid compilation, 
their array structures do contain the analog computer interconnection informa-
tion. For this reason they could provide an excellent target language for the 
compiler. By doing this the interactive capability of the language could be 
used to •te the on-line modifications to the analog computer. 
CONTINUOUS/DlSCRETE LANGUAGES 
A class of l1nguages somewhat related to those discussed here are those 
which c011bine the aspects of CSSL or CSMP with those of discrete languages 
such as SIMSCRIPT, SIMULA, and GPSS. 
Discrete languages have been used extensively for problems in which there 
are statistical variations in arrival times such as traffic problems. By 
c0111bining the strengths of continuous and discrete simulation languages the 
class of problems which can be handled is greatly increased. A point which 
should be considered is that the class of problem which can be described by 
such languages is naturally suited for hybrid computation and this represents 
a relatively untapped hybrid user base. 
Three systems under development or in use are GASP 1v<2o) at Purdue, 
GSL(l9) at Case-Western and PROSE(2l) from Solveware in san Pedro, California. 
-11-
CHAPTER II 
Software for Automatic Patchfng 
As 1n the case of the simulation languages. there were many developments 
fn the field of software for the generation of patching infonnation for an 
analog coaputer. Some arly efforts date back to 1961. but again rather than 
give a h1stori,a1 review of this work we will give a soomary of the approaches 
to automatic patching whf ch appear most df rectly applicable to ArlCS. 
The greatest activity in the development of automatic patching software 
has been in Europe and this work i~ documented in Col. Enslow's report.( 22) 
The systems which are cur·rently available or under development are sum-
111rized 1n Table III along with the host computer on which they are executed and 
the target computer. 
(a) HOI(2J) 
Perhaps HOI should be discussed first since ft is somewhat different from 
the other systems to be discussed here. HOI is an interpreter operating 
directly on source statements and therefore is highly interactive but slow. It 
1s pritnarfly designed for use as a checkout system and. as such. does not handle , 
the automatic progranmfng problem. 
Although tt is possible to 1;nk to FORTRAN subroutine ft 1s not particularly 
suited to be a basis for a Hybrid Compiler directly. It is not unreasonable 
ftS a target language for the checkout phase and could conceivably be extended to 
provide facility for interactive modification of an automatically patched analo~ 
subsystetn. 
(b) APSE(24) 
APS[ is a language which prepares patching infonnation from the description 




SOFTWARE FORPATCHING SYSTEMS 
HOST CO"-PUTER TARGET COMPUTER 
APSE CSMP (Like) IBH 360/370 231R 
UNIVAC 1108 681 
CDC 6000 8800 
HOI INTERPRETER PACER 680 
(Special) 7800 
8800 
ACTRAN CSMP IBM 370 8944 
HIFIPS & Superset XDS AD4/PDP-11 
ti. CSSL • SL-1 CDC 3000 AD4/Sigma 3 
POP-10 
HAL Subset UNIVAC 1108 680 
CSSL 
PATCH CSfl> IBM 360 680/640 
\ 
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values f.n order to ~o the scaling. It is limited to the continuous portion of 
the analog subsystem. 
(c) HAL(28) 
HAL is a hybrid computer programning system developed at Carnegie-Mellon 
by Mark Franklin under Jon Strauss. While not completely developed, HAL 
demonstrates s~veral interesting points. 
The high level language is a limited subset of CSSL called Hybrid Source 
Language HSL. In addition, the programner may use HAL, Hybrid Assembly 
Language·and .,,.L, Hybrid Machine Language to ex~rcise more control of his 
patching. The target is an EAi 680 with logic but the system, even with its 
MACRO capability, does not appear to be easily extendable to a full hybrid 
compiler. 
(d) ACTRAN, HIFIPS, HCS1(25• 26• 27) 
Basically, ACTRAN and HIFIPS are similar systems developed independently 
fn England and the Netherlands, respectively. Recently these efforts have 
combined as HCSl. The final product will be a true hybrid compiler with good 
diagnostics. Although there is some discussion of providing a more extensive 
language than CSSL-III or CSHP-III, it is not clear exactly what the source 
language will be. Another factor which tends to slow down the progress is the 
detennination to develop a system to run on several host computers and compile 
to a variety of .different systems. 
Basically the sy3tem is an extended simulator which provides scaling data 
to a patching/compiling program. Static testing and on:line editing capabilities 
will make a reasonably complete hybrid compiling system. 
(e) PATCH(291 JO) 
PATCH was developed at Washington State University to demonstrate the 
extendibility of a high level simulator such as CS~P to hybrid compilation. 
.. ---- ---
·- •----....: .,.__ - ...&- ~ .._. -""- Ml al I l,t ·a· t __ ,._:,M;_' _., -•-----. 
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There are two steps to the development of PATCH. 
1. Modifications to the ex1sting simulator to pass the scaling and 
structure information to the hybrid compiler. 
2. Design of the compiler pro~ram. 
At present the compiler can patch all ana·log and logic components of the 
EAi 680 from a subset of CSMP/360. The nature of the CSHP implementation 
allowed addition of operators which resembled 680 components aore closely. 
The compiler output 1s a user document from which the patr.hing pot-setting and 
static testing may be done directly. 
Th2 output arrays are complete and can be interfaced through an assignment 
IIOdule to the patching hardware. Generation of load IOOdules for the EAi 640 
frOM the FORTRAN statelllet'lts of the user's CSHP program ~~s been demonstrated. 
-15-
CHAPT~~ III 
Software Recorrmendation for the AHCS 
It 1s difficult if not impossible to make a firm rec0111111endation for u 
software system for AHCS. Rather, we will try to su11111arize the factors 
influencing the choice of a software system and recomnend approaches to 
specifying or accepting specifications for such a system. 
I. CCJ!PUTER OR C04PUTERS FOR C04PILATION 
One of the first considerations in the development of a C0111Piler is the 
choice of host coaputer system. If the compilation is to be executed after 
a simulation run in order to obtain extreme values, one may look to existing 
continuous si11t1lators for some insight to the c~plexity required of the · 
COlll)Uter system. 
A full blown sin,lator such as CSSL-III or CSMP takes a w1inf11Uffl of 
100K bytes with overlays. Solle of the refinements, such as choice of integrator 
package, could be omitted, but it is not clear that a substantial savings would 
be realized. 
As is seen fn Figure 1, such a simulator has a high degree of interaction 
with the Ol)f:rating system. Control must be returned to the rroces~or control 
after COllll)ilation and link-edit phases and the operating syst!l.fll 111Ult be able 
to support this level of activity. It should be pointed out that the disc 
operating systen, DOS. for the smaller IBM 360 nodels, i.e. Models 40 and 44 
cannot support this level of interaction. Other factors which influence the 
choice of computer are the actual system configuration selected. Several 
approaches have been reconnended, but the vendor reports are not availab~e 
so that these reconmendations are not directed at a specific vendor. 
I 
,-_ ._ ---·-· ---..i..... ---- ........ ----...!dlr:.- ·----
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Blstca11y, one mtght envision a system containing a re•sonably large 
computer to perfonn the compilation. This computer would then load a small 
processor whfch would control the actual switching acttvftfes on the analog 
subsystem anc.1 provide run tfme monitoring. The dfgital subsystem of the hybrid 
computer could be either of these processors or an entirely separate one. In 
any case, it 111st receive the compiled digital program for the hybrid problem. 
Statfc testing could be perfonned by the set-up processor or the digital 
subsystem processor. 
II. MULTI USER ENVIRONMENT 
Although the delivered prototype may support only o.ne hybrid user at a 
tiae, the systetn configuration should not preclude multiple users in some 
sense. 
Same posst ble operations are: 
1. Background-foreground type of operation. 
2. Multi-hybrid computer consoles with a single compiler processor. 
3. Sharing of hybrid computer facilit~es on a component requirement 
basis. 
Other configurations can be envisioned for a particular laboratory 
environment. 
(1) Background-Foreground 
Bc,ckground-Foreground mode would be feasible in a configuration in which 
a digital computer ~~rved both as the compiling device and the digital 
subsystem of the hybrid computer perfonning time critical tasks. In this 
configuration the digital computer must be of sufficient size and speed to 
support the ttme-cr1tica1 hybrid code and the largest overlay of the co1T;piler. 




batch throughput of compilations 4nd to control both compile and co~ile-go 
operation. 
(2) Multi Hybrid Computers. 
The operation here would be somewhat similar to the foregroundMbackground 
system described. In this case ft would be necessary (e~cept for unusual 
circumstances) to separate the compiling processor from the digital subsystems 
of the various hybrid computers. However, one might combine the set-up and 
monitor functions with the time critical computations on a single machine. 
One possible configuration would be to run the corr~iler on a central 
general purpose computer with remote terminal capability. This computar would 
load the appropriate set-up processor and digital subsystem and then turn 
control over to the set-up computer which would perform hardware diagnostics, 
static testing, and initiate executicn. During execution this processor could 
monitor analog computer components and even perform automatic rescaling. Upon 
completion of a hybrid computation the central computer could be sign~led and 
su11p1fed with results or any infonnatfon about abnormal termination. 
A further refinement would be to allow the user to interact and modify 
the code. Should the compiler be interactive, this capability might be 
sufficient. In the case of a batch compiler there are two possibilities. 
(1) To recompile the whole program and reload the setup processcr. 
(2) Recognize minor modifications equivalent to moving a few wires and 
110dify the set-up processor arrays directly. 
The first alternative is costly and time-consuming but would be indicated 
for massive editing. 
The second alternative would place additional requirements on the 
_operating system. In the simpler configuration the central computer is not 
* m n ••" 
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substantially different from the large processor system found in many labora-
tories with ltrger mdels of IBM 360/370, CDC 6000, or Sigmas•~ or 71s. The 
c0111piler could be developed as an adjunct to the existing continuous sil"llllator. 
The drawbacks are all those found on systems of this type. Namely, 
relatively slow remote access or expensive fast access and limited remote 
graphics capability. 
A second possibility which is somewhat similar but would provide additional 
flexibility is now described. A smaller processor (which might be combined 
with a system set-up process) could become the remote terminal handler. It 
could then dispatch compilations and output results and other run time diagnostics 
to the remote user. This operating system could be developed independently of 
the compiler development. Such an approach provides a great deal of flexibility 
and allows for future expansions and sophistications. 
(3) Component Sharing of a Single Hybrid Comruter. 
In the case where a large number of problems each using a ~mall complement 
of system resources are awaiting execution, it might be desirable to share components 
~lllOng them. The second configuration described in section (2) immediately 
. 
preceding could handle this problem. 
The comnunications processor could receive from the compiler an equipment 
sunmary and schedule analog components according to s~ algorittin base~ on 
time and equipment. 
III. CCNPILER DEVELOPMENT 
Perhaps the simplest and fastest approach to implementing a full blown 
hybrid compiler is to append ft to a~ existing sil"llllator. In this case one can 
take ad~antage of the existing translator phase and ail the array structures as 
well as having a direct way of obtaining extreme values for scaling and a run 
for a dynamic check. 
ANALOG 
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Development of a compiler from scratch will duplicate much of this effort. 
One problem that can be foreseen is the problem of software being in the public 
domain. At the time that PATCH was developed 1n conjunction wf th CS~1P, source 
progr1111s were made available to us by IBM. It fs possible that special arrange-
a,ents could be made with the vendor of interest. Another possibility is to use 
RSSL and arrange with Raytheon to take system support of the complete compiler. 
Purchase of HCS-1 would again save time and effort. 
In Sllffllary, a great deal of groundwork has been done on compiler software 
and efforts should concentrate on improving, expanding and refining these 
approaches. 
JV. Cll>ICE OF COMPILER LANGUAGE 
With the possibility of the development of different Advdnced Hybrid 
C0111Puter Systems for different laboratories it becomes increasingly important 
to specify a source language to insure portability of source language progra~~. 
The ll()St likely candidates at this time appear to be CSMP, CSSL and SL-1. 
CSSL is upward compatible to SL-1. CSMP could be forced to be upward 
ccrnpatible as well. An SCI conmittee is presently studying additions and 
modifications to the CSSL specifications and is anxious to receive input from 
any u5ers. 
Specification of CSSL or a sub-set or super-set of CSSL would be reasonable 
for the family of AHCS computer syst<;ms. 
V. PORTABILITY OF COMPILER 
This is probably more of a vendc,r problem than a user problem. Because 
of the high dependence on operating system facilities a sophisticated compiler 
would be machine dependent to some degr~e. A great number of modules could be 
. 
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aade r~rtable. The output from the compiler must again be determined by the 
digital processor or processors used for set-up and execution and by the analog 
c011puter being patched. 
Thfs problem shou,d not limit the flexibility in choice of host computer. 
In fact the existing laboratory processor should be considered as a serious 
candidate if the traffic would allow the additional load. 
• I 
I 




It fs d1ff1cult to write conclusions without being too conclusive but 
that 1s what I shall attempt to do here. 
The IIC>St important factor •,. ~pecificat1on of the software 1s to insure 
that the operating system w111 be capable of supporting multiple remote users 
and provfdfng the flexibility to acconmodate anticipated growth of an installa-
tion. 
Secondly. a great deal of existing software is directly applicable to 
AHCS and should be taken advantage of rather than devoting a great deal of 
effort to compiler development. Particular consideration should be given to 
remote tennfnal operating systems which can handle 1r11ltiple users and manage 
user files effic~ently. 
A user source language should be specified or adopted. Granted complete 
portabflfty of user programs seems unrealizable as is evidenced by the example 
of FORTRAt1 IV. It might be that complete portability is not even necessary 
since it li~fts the possibility of taking advantages of nice features in the 
hardware and operating system of a particular computer. However. these refinements 
should be apparent and alternatives should be available to make a portable 
version of the same program. 
Developments are needed to provide execution time modifications to the 
patching on the analog subsystem. One possibility 1s to compile to a block-
oriented simulator such as ISL. SIMEX, or DARE II. These languages have 
execution arrays which closely resemble a patched analog computer and do 
allow a great deal of interaction in tenns of modifying problem structures and 
-24-
.,n1torfng variables. Preli•fnary studies show that these languages would 
provide an efficient economical approach to the diagnostic, set up and 1110nitor 
phase of the problem. 
The prospects for software developments are bright. A great deal of 
software development shows that all aspects of the software systetn are feasible 
. at this tfMe. It remafns for the prospective lab inanager to antfcfpate the 
needs for the next few years and specify the system accordingly. 
1 ·-
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